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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose ofthis study wasto determine the relationship that existed
 
between school entrance age and successin the school experience.
 
The hypothesis wasthat children who were older upon entering school for the
 
first time, were more successful and less likely identified as"at-risk"than were
 
children who entered school ata younger age. The historical background which
 
established the use ofthe present chronological age system wastraced along with
 
the philosophieson which it was based. Ifthe hypothesis could be verified by
 
research,the use of chronological age asthe criterion for school entrance and
 
grade placement would need to be reevaluated.
 
Research hassupported the viewthat chronological age alone should not be
 
the sole criterion for school admission. Recommendations and alternatives which
 
could help students meet with success were examined and presented.
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CHAPTER 1
 
Kindergarten Is the firstformai school experience for most children.
 
School districts in the state of California allow children to start kindergarten in
 
September ofthe year in which they turn five-years-old on or before December
 
2nd. This procedure,though convenient and sensible enough on the surface,is
 
based on the fallacious beliefthat alt five-year-olds have basically reached the
 
same state of development and,therefore, are ready for a certain kind of
 
schooling. Amesand llg (1963)ofthe Gesell Institute commentthat:
 
We know that infants do not all creep at thesame age,walk
 
atthesame age,talk at the same age. But asthe child grows
 
older weforget ourcommon-sense wisdom and assume
 
incorrectly that by reaching a certain birthday age a child
 
automatically becomes ready forthe work of a certain school
 
grade, (p.7)
 
Many parents assume,that if their child fits into this age category they are
 
required to enroll them in school or, at least,that since this is the school district's
 
policy they believe it must be the right age for their child to start school. The fact
 
that a child is immature,orforsome other reason not ready forthe regimen of
 
the classroom,is often overlooked. Well-meaning parents have wanted to give
 
their children all the advantagesthey felt the school setting provides. Social
 
pressure and the everyone's doing itsyndrome have also been majorinfluences
 
on the problem of placing children in school before they have matured and are
 
readyforformal education.
 
Parents often demand more from their five-year-olds because they have
 
attended two orthree years of pre-school(Kantrowitz& Wingest, 1989).
 
Parents,the media and schools may all be responsible for pushing children
 
beyond their developmental limits(Shank,1990). Problems may occur when
 
adults try to rush children before they are ready.
 
Statement ofthe Problem
 
According to Elkind(1981),failure in the early years ofthe school life of a
 
child has an effecton his/her total school education. Children who are
 
presented with reading before they are developmentally ready experience
 
repeated failure. Then,when they are finally capable of learning to read,they
 
refuse to try. Ilg and Ames(1963)commentthat a child in this situation could
 
cometo hate school and see himself as a failure. Slavin, Karwelt and Wqasik
 
(1993) maintain that"success in the early grades does not guarantee success
 
throughoutthe school years and beyond,but failure in the early grades does
 
virtually guarantee failure in later schooling"(p.349). It seemsvery important
 
that astudent starting off on one ofthe most important ventures of his life (if not
 
the most important)should begin on a positive note. This holds true for anything
 
that a human being seeksto accomplish. Once a person has felt success
 
he/she is better able to meet defeat and strive forsomething better. Balk(1983)
 
suggeststhat developmentally young children leam to use failure to judge
 
themselves as personally incompetent ratherthan using it asfeedback to
 
improve performance. Thus,it is very importantforthem to be given a chance
 
to find some success at school. If they have to start school before they are
 
mature enough to,they are not given this chance. According to Kantrowitz and
 
Wingist(1989),"Schoolsthat demand too much too soon are setting kids off on
 
the road to failure"(p.53).
 
Roth, McCaul and Barnes(1993)state:
 
...several authors(Hahn,Danzberger,& Lefkowiwtz,1987;Slavin 1989;
 
Slavin & l\/ladden, 1989)have argued that efforts at early intervention are
 
essential in any effort to seriously attack the problem of at-risk children.
 
Both the studies concerning at-risk students and those concerning
 
prereferral suggestthat the most meaningful model of intervention would
 
be one that would increase successful school experiences and'intervene'
 
(i.e. appropriately program)before serious educational problems develop,
 
(p.349)
 
Research Questions
 
The purpose of this study is to review the literature regarding school
 
success based on chronological age entrance vs. developmental age entrance.
 
This study will examine children that have been identified "at-risk"(i.e. ~they
 
have been referred to a Child Study Team or are enrolled in Special Education)
 
and see if there is a significant relationship to entrance age. The study will
 
attemptto examine other alternatives to chronological age entrance to minimize
 
failure of students not yet ready forformal schooling.
 
an
 
adequate basisfor determining school entrance. This position is supported by
 
Lopez's(1988)description ofa program which was researched and developed
 
by the Gesell Institute of Human Development which holds that,"school ;
 
readiness is based on the functioning of each child asa total organism with
 
recognition ofthe social,emotional,intellectual and physical aspects ofthe child
 
as interdependent"(p.46).
 
Significance ofthe Study
 
This study should indicate a need for educators, parents,and legislators
 
entrance.
 
entrance, but if it is, alternatives must befound that will ensure that all future
 
success.
 
CHAPTER 2
 
Review ofthe Literature
 
This chapter looks at the literature as it describes the past and present
 
attemptsto discoverthe proper age at which a chiid should begin formal
 
schooling. The history of early childhood education is examined asthe evolution
 
of school entrance is traced. The factors or criteria used to determine school
 
entrance and grade placement are analyzed. Empiricardata and studies of
 
early,as in 5 years old before December 2,and late,5 years old after December
 
2,school entrants are included, the findings and recommendations on the age
 
at which a child should start school will be summarized.
 
The history of early childhood education described in this chapterdeals
 
with the theories of Plato,Comenius,Rousseau,Pestalozzi,and Froebel.
 
Specifically, it deals with their concepts ofthe ideal time for schooling to
 
commence,whatthe curriculum should be at various ages,and the relationship
 
between home,family,and education ofthe child. Their ideas relevant to the
 
purpose of this study are described with some background for their theories.
 
The Greek philosopher, Plato(427-327 B.C.)recorded his concept of the
 
ideal society in his book.The Republic. He conceived ofseveral stages of
 
education. Barrow(1975)describes Plato's outline of two specific goals for his
 
system of education in the ideal society: (a)to promote vituous character
 
among citizens,(b)to form attitudes at an early age that will benefit society at
 
large. The first stage of education Plato viewed as a meansto socialize children
 
and develop healthy attitudes and habits. He designed the first stage of
 
education for children six yeafs old and younger. He recognized the importance
 
ofthe early years when Weber(1970)quoted Plato's writing:
 
...the beginning is the mostimportant part of any work,especially in the
 
case of a young and tenderthing,for that isthe time at which the
 
character is being formed and the desired impression is most readily
 
taken, (p.36)
 
John AmosComenius(1592-1870),a Czechoslovakian theologian and
 
author,saw education asan instrumentfor social reform and wished to make it
 
available for all young people. According to Sadler(1969)Comenius'great
 
objective was,"... every child should be fully educated to be a complete human
 
being"(p.47). Eller(1956)also writes that Comenius felt one's entire life from
 
infancy on should be spent learning^ He wasconcerned more with content than
 
with method and he considered language the primary tool for acquiring
 
knowledge. Asa result of his extensive writings on the subject,Comenius has
 
been referred to asthe father of modern education (Eller, 1956). In his schools,
 
he wasconcerned with more than just the mind ofthe child, he also recognized
 
the need to nurture the body and soul.
 
The responsibility for the lifelong process of learning falls on the whole
 
community,according to Comenius. He inferred that every man should in some
 
wayteach others,and that the very best men and women should teach the
 
young in schools. He observed that society asa whole was primarily educative
 
and transmitted valuesto the young. He felt that this whole process of
 
socialization began with the family. Therefore,the family group was prominent
 
in his plan. He recognized the importance of the parents, particulariy the
 
mother,in the early training of children (Eller, 1956).
 
Gomenius'curriculum was basically thesame at every age level. The
 
teaching followed a concentric plan from infancyto adulthood, butthe approach
 
wais differentfrom one age level to the next. Hefollowed the principle that each
 
age should be given only what it is fitted to do,within thecommon framework.
 
His levels were similar to Piaget's stages(Sadler,1969).
 
For purposes of this studythe most crucial part of Gomenius'theories are
 
related to his first stagefrom birth to six stressing the sensori-motor and
 
character. He recognized that the first and most importantteachera child would
 
have was his mother. He thoughtthe most important years in molding a child
 
were from birth to six. On when and how children should make the transition
 
from hometo school, Eller(1956)quotes Gbmenius,"I do not advise that
 
children be removed from the motherand delivered to teachers before their sixth
 
year..." He likens children to flowers,"... the early onesfade soonest while
 
late ones acquire greater strength and durability"(p. 116). Ellercontinues with
 
Gomenius'warning against pushing children ahead. He recognized that there
 
are some capacities that develop slower and may not even be developed
 
enough forinstruction in the seventh and eighth years.
 
The next educatorto offer a viewpoint on child development was
 
Rousseau. In his book Emile he wrote about his concepts ofthe ideal education
 
for children and youth. He placed the blame for man's problems and evil on the
 
parents and teachers who failed to allow children's innate goodnessto unfold.
 
He defined the process of education asthe art of forming men,an art he
 
recognized that wassadly neglected(Sahakian, 1974).
 
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi(1746-1827),a Swiss educator,enhanced
 
Rousseau's Ideas and added to them. He also placed the concept of nature at
 
the very base of his philosophy of education, believing in human benevolence.
 
He outlined a specifictheory of natural education. He also delineated laws
 
governing the art of instruction which are still in use today. The environment and
 
sensory learning were integral parts of his theory,stressing thinking and doing
 
(Gutek,1968).
 
Pestalozzi criticized formal schooling which started in the child's sixth
 
year, because it deprived the child of natural experiences. Pestalozzi,as quoted
 
by Gutek(1968),described the problem asfollows:
 
We leave children, up to their fifth year,in the full enjoyment of
 
nature:we let every impression of nature work upon them;theyfeel
 
their power;they already know full well the joy of unrestrained liberty
 
and all its charms.Thefree nature bent which the sensuous happy
 
wild thing takes in his development, hasIn them already taken its
 
most decided direction. And afterthey have enjoyed this happiness
 
of sensuous life for five whole years,we make all nature around them
 
vanish from before their eyes;tyrannically stop the delightful course
 
of their unrestricted freedom,pen them up like sheep,whole flocks
 
huddled together,in stinking rooms;pitilessly chain them for hours,
 
days,weeks,months,years,to the contemplation of unattractive
 
and monotonous letters(and,contrasted with their former condition),
 
to a maddening course of life. (p.100-101)
 
Unlike Rousseau,Pestalozzi placed great importance on the part the
 
parents had in fostering love in the child. Hesaw the rnother-child love
 
relationship as central to the development of all other emotions. Histeaching
 
methods were generally permissive. Significant to this study, he tried to
 
duplicate the home environment in hisschools. He believed in the natural
 
goodness ofthe child,as did Rousseau. He coined the term elementary
 
education, referring to a basic or essential education(Gutek,1968). Pestalozzi
 
wasa humanitarian in the fullest sense ofthe word. He tried to impart emotional
 
security and love to his pupils and felt that the personality ofthe teacher as well
 
asthe method used were important.
 
Friedrich Froebel(1782-1852)was born in Germany. He wasastudent
 
of Pestalozzi's for ashorttime in 1808. He spent many years asastudent in
 
various schools and universities. Religion played an important part in much of
 
his early education.
 
Froebel often reflected on various theories of education and eventually
 
found that teaching was his calling. He becamea tutor to afew pupils at first,
 
and later to his own nieces and nephews when his brothers died. He worked for
 
atime at the Frankfurt Model School as ateacher in the middle classes. These
 
practical experiencesled him to further studies which he hoped would lead to
 
finding an underlying connectipn or unity of all things(Lawrence,1969).
 
In 1837,Froebel opened the first garden of children in Blankenburg,
 
Germany,for which he has been named the Father of Kindergarten. After his
 
work with nine- and teh-year-old children whoseemed to have bad habits of
 
learning and conductthat were difficult to change, he determined thatthe early
 
years were of importance in schooling(Lawrence,1969). He also recognized
 
how valuiable it wouldbe to train those who care for youhg dhildreh in the proper
 
Froebel's kindergartens werb child-ceritered in concept. He stressed
 
musiCi play,andexperirnental learning.Like Rousseau end Pestalozzi, he
 
believed in the natural goodness of children. He cautioned against hurrying a
 
child through hisstages of growth. Recognizing this tendency in adults, he
 
expressed his concern as quoted by Lawrence(1969);
 
other endeavor
 
calls for. Then will each successive stage spring like a new shoot
 
from a healthy bud;and at each successive stage he will with the
 
same
 
tage can effect and bring about adequate development at each
 
succeeding later stage, (p. 141)
 
In other words,Froebel is describing the concept of readiness. That is, new
 
level.
 
relationship between the teacher and the pupils. He soughtto lend unity to
 
education and life outside the classroom,so students wouldn't view learning as
 
something done only within the walls ofthe school. He stressed the importance
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of self-activity as an indicator that the child was utilizing ideas in a meaningful
 
way. He likened children to plants and educatorsto gardeners who should
 
nurture and cultivate the young asthey grow and unfold.
 
Froebel developed curriculum and materials forthe earliest years when
 
mothers could guide their infants. He recognized that the child's development
 
was both continuous and cumulative,and that the beginnings are most vital to
 
later growth. Lawrence(1969)tells us Froebel attributes problemsthatshow up
 
later in the personality to inadequate handling in the early years:
 
Thus,the most significant period for education is just that of
 
infancy and the pre-school age which conventional educational
 
doctrines had socommonly neglected;and,the phase of the very
 
greatest moment is that earliest one when the infant is still wholly
 
or mainly under his mother's care,so that it is she who is the most
 
important of educators, (p. 194)
 
He did notseem to advocate removing the children from their homes and
 
mothers earlier, but simply that mothers and educators of young children would
 
be trained to recognize signs ofreadiness and present activities and
 
experiences appropriate to the child's growth.
 
Thus,from these four philosophers,the following points significant to the
 
purpose ofthis study are:
 
1. Each philosopher held the belief that the early years were extremely
 
important in forming the intellect and personality ofthe child.
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2. He concept ofstages permeates each theory discussed. The first stage
 
generally was referred to as infancy and extended from birth through six years
 
old, hence,we have the beginnings offormal instruction at age six.
 
3. Comenius,Pestalozzi,and Froebelseemed to concuron theimportance of
 
the role played bythe family,specifically,the mother,in fostering normal social,
 
emotional and intellectual growth.
 
4. Several ofthe writers warned against rushing children in the normal
 
developmental stages or maturation process. Along the samelines,they were
 
concerned that different approaches be used in teaching children at various
 
stages and with materials appropriate to their level of understanding.
 
The beliefs ofthese philosophers became the blueprints for many of the
 
schools that began emerging. Robert Owen(1771-1858)wasa Scottish cotton
 
mill owrier and pioneer of infant schoolsfrom 1816-1824. These schools were
 
influenced by the writings of European educators,Pestalozzi and Rousseau. He
 
established an infant school for the children of his factory workers. This first
 
schoolstressed singing,dancing, playing and oral comprehension of passages
 
read to the children. Owen's efforts and those of his followers led to the spread
 
ofsuch schools in London and other parts of England. At first, most ofthe
 
schools were privately supported by philanthropic groups, but after 1838,they
 
becamefunded by the government (Lawrence,1969).
 
Societies such asthe Home and Colonial Society and the British and
 
Foreign School Societystood up forthe rights ofthe child. Following the
 
writings of Rousseau and Pestalozzi,they stressed the need fora special
 
approach with children. Thesesocieties believed that children were taught best
 
at home by their parents, but during the Industrial Revolution they recognized
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the social need to provide eare forthe young children of poor working class
 
families. Such societies were instrumentai in insuring training ofteachersfor the
 
schools. At this stage in its history, England was definitely ready to accept the
 
new education in the form of kindergarten.
 
In the 19G0s,in England,some ofthe important features used in most
 
kindergartens werethe garden,as in Froebel's schools,asandpitfor play and
 
music,rhymes and singing. The chiidren from three to five years old were
 
involved in the schools. Some ofthe schools had cooking activities and pets
 
that the children cared for. In 1917,the name of the People's Kindergarten in
 
Birmingham Engiand waschanged to Nursery School(Heffernan, 1971).
 
Rachel and Margaret McMillan were veryinfluential in developing nursery
 
schoois and raising the standards of heaith care and nutrition in the schools.
 
Together,they opened the first nursery school in 1914 in London,and worked
 
for the passage of the Education Act of 1918 which had aprovision for nursery
 
schools. In 1923,a Nursery School Association wasformed with Margaret
 
McMillan as its President. These two women did much to upgrade the quality of
 
care in the British infant schools in general. The successful combination of
 
nursery and infant schoois eliminated the unnecessary and difficulty transition
 
from one situation to another(Heffernan, 1971).
 
Atthe same time that England's schools were undergoing change and
 
refinement,the United States wasdeveloping an educational system of its own.
 
The U.S. borrowed ideas to be sure,somefrom Europe,othersfrom Engiand,
 
but many were original ideas developed by American educators.
 
In 1856,a student of Froebel's, Mrs. Margaretta Shurz,opened a
 
German-speaking kindergarten in Watertown,Wisconsin,for chiidren in her
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neighborhood(Lawrence,1969). This wasthe first early schooling in the United
 
States. The first English-speaking kindergarten wasstarted in Boston in 1860
 
by Ms.Elizabeth Peabody and her sister Mrs. Mary Mann. By 1870,there were
 
ten ortwelve kindergartens in the United States,butthe first publicschool
 
kindergarten didn't open until 1873in St. Louis. The National Education
 
Association formed adepartment of kindergarten in 1874. Most ofthe earlier
 
programs were based on Froebelian concepts. Susan Blow wasthe founder
 
and a great American exponent ofthe Froebelian-style kindergarten. She was
 
one ofthe defenders ofthe Froebel oriented schools when they were criticized
 
by John Dewey and his supporters. 1880-1890saw the greatest spread of
 
kindergartens in this country asa result of the large number of immigrants:the
 
earlyschools were needed forthe betterment ofthe families(Heffbrnan, 1971).
 
By the 1900s,the organization of kindergartens had becometoo teacher-

centered and regimented for progressive-minded educators. John Dewey and
 
his followers reconstructed the kindergarten curriculum as well asthe
 
organization ofthe classroom and methodsto be used. Dewey developed many
 
of his ideas while working at a Laboratory School which he established at the
 
University of Chicago in 1906. Thisschool included a sub-primary class offour-

and five-year-olds. Dewey retained some of Froebel's ideas,such asteaching
 
with an emphasison doing,observation,and natural development. The
 
changes were chiefly in the areas of social and emotional growth. He believed
 
in having morefree play,freedom of choice in activities and iess structured
 
social interaction. One of Dewey'sfollowers, Standley Hall, introduced child
 
Study groups and the practice ofstudying one area of science or nature for an
 
entire week with ail activities having acommon theme. Dewey's influence and
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his followers along with otherfactors, ushered in what was known asthe
 
Progressive Education Movement in the 1920s. The movement was opposed by
 
the conservatives who soughtto retain the status quo,or the Froebelian
 
concepts withoutthe Dewey modifications(Lawrence,1969).
 
The early schools at this point in time were not considered part of the
 
mainstream offormal primary education in the United States. These
 
experiences were looked on merely as opportunities for strengthening the moral
 
and social behaviors in young children(Weber,1970). Atthis time(1920s)the
 
chronological age of five seemed to be the rhost popular and widely used
 
entrance age for kindergartens in the United States. However,some schools
 
extended their entrance ages downward or upward by one year.
 
In 1931, Morphett and Washburne attempted to discoverthe period in
 
development when,asa rule,the learner hasthe bestchance of learning to
 
read. This influential study concluded that;
 
It seemssafe to state that, by postponing the teaching of reading until
 
children reach a mental level ofsix-and-a-half years,teachers can greatly
 
decrease the chances of failure and discouragement and can
 
correspondingly increase their efficiency, (p.503)
 
Other authors also laid claim to finding a minimum age of six,six-and-a-half,and
 
seven asthe required mental age for successful reading (Bigelow,1934;Witty
 
and Kopel,1936;Dolch and Bloomster,1937).
 
The use of nominative data to plan curriculum and determine the needs of
 
children wasan important development in the 1930's. Much of these data was
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developed by Arnold Gesell atthe Yale Glinic. Weber(1970)quotes Gesell's
 
picture ofthe average or normal kindergarten child was one who had". . . a
 
short attention span,good large-musde coordination but little control ofthe finer
 
muscles,a vocabulary size oftwo thousand words,and so forth" (p.63).
 
Gesell felt that early childhood education was as important as any other
 
step in the system. He established the Gesell Child Guidance Nursery at Yale
 
University in the 1920s,asa model program to study children's'development.
 
Many othercolleges and universities had nursery schools that also served as
 
study centers. Gesell(1925)determined that a child's brain reaches most of its
 
mature bulk at age six. He concurred with other writers in the field of early
 
childhood thatthe child's mind,character and spirit advance more rapidly during
 
the formative preschool period than during any other period of growth. Durkin
 
(1976)wrote the following:
 
Psychologists also were a reason for too little change over
 
the years. Psychological Conceptions of human growth and
 
developmentchanged very little from the early 1920sto the
 
late 1950s. Supported by Gesell, hisstudents and his
 
disciples,the popular view during the 1940s and 1950s
 
was like the popular view ofthe 1920s and 1930s: Readiness
 
for various tasks,including reading, resultsfrom maturation:
 
therefore,the passing oftime is the solution for problems
 
connected with a lack of it. (pp.72-73)
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Then in the late 1950s and into the 1960sthe criticism of American
 
Education was renewed with strength. Sputnik waslaunched and books like
 
Why Johnny Can't Read were published. The elementary school curriculum was
 
pushed down,students were expected to learn more at an earlier age and the
 
trend to accelerate childhood emerged. Educators and parents began to believe
 
"earlier is better"and that an earlier start in academics would lead to more
 
success in later life. The state report"Here They Come Ready or Not"(1988)
 
wrote about this push,"Early childhood education lost its innocence and special
 
status as it was abruptly shoved into the economic, political and social spotlight"
 
(p. 1).
 
In the sixties theories of intelligence and learning were being reintroduced
 
that would have an effect on early childhood schooling and innovative programs
 
were being developed and introduced. One ofthe most prominent^ widely-read
 
and reported-on theorists in educational research wasJean Piaget. Born in
 
Switzerland in 1896,Piaget wasinvolved in various fields ofstudy for overfifty
 
years. His writings on intelligence and developmental psychology have been
 
around since the thirties and early forties. However,they were not widely
 
accepted Or applied in education until later. His work was originally criticized for
 
lack of validity and using improper research methods;however, his findings have
 
been retested and validated by researchers with various populations of students
 
from different cultures(Lavatelli, 1970).
 
Piaget recognized thatthere were no fixed ages at which the behaviors
 
described in his stages appear. He acknowledged that the relationship between
 
chronological age and developmental stages of children was relative to the
 
society,or environment in which the child wasfound. For example,in
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Switzeriand, where his observations first took place,children at the ages of
 
seven or eight were performing tasks which indicated they were atthe stage of
 
concrete operations. Impoverished children of Martinique were several years
 
older when they could perform the same tasks. What he stressed was one
 
stage mustfollow another,the sequence wasthe important thing to consider,
 
and the average ages were variable (Lavatelli, 1970).
 
Evans(1975)sawthe findings of Piaget's work similar to the findings of
 
Comenius. Each included the ideasthat: (a)stagesdo exist,(b)they must
 
follow one another sequentially,(c)theycan be delayed,and(d)it is very
 
difficult to speed them up or accelerate them. There is a readiness process
 
Involved for each stage and the child is always in the process of working toward
 
the next stage or improving on the stage he is in. There may be regressions
 
back to a lower level in some instances. In their book. Better Late Than Earlv.
 
Raymond and Dorothy Moore(1975),reported that Piaget refers to acceleration
 
asthe American question. They go on to quote Piaget's response to
 
acceleration "...it (the child's brain) probably can,but should not be,speeded
 
up"(p. 101). Evans(1975)also tells us Piaget would rathersee children's
 
development progress naturally and completely in a balanced way without
 
overemphasis on any area.
 
David Elkind has applied Piaget's conceptsto the study of perceptual
 
ability and how it relates to reading. He arguesthattwo of our mostfrequently
 
used methods of reading instruction,"loOk-say"and phonics, may be
 
inconsistent with the child's perceptual development. He recommends
 
perceptual pretesting and training for children prior to beginning reading. Or,at
 
least, assessmentfor possible perceptual problems in cases where early
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reading difficulty has already occurred. A third alternative, proposed by his
 
study,would be to delayformal instruction in reading forthose whose perception
 
is underdeveloped, until the necessary skills either develop normally or are
 
remediated by perceptual practice designed to sharpen the needed skills.
 
Readiness is an importantconceptto the Piagetian method. Learning
 
dependson the child's existing stage of knowledge. Concepts are built one on
 
the other and the foundation must be laid. When simple concepts are lacking it
 
would block the learning ofa more difficult concept(Lavatelli,1970).
 
A second European-born educator whose work was revived with the
 
grovirth of early childhood education programs,wasthat of Maria Montessori.
 
Born in ItalyIn 1870,she spent many years pursuing studies in fields such as
 
medicine,engineering,and biology. She later turned to philosophy, pedagogical
 
anthropology and psychology. Her interest in education started asa result of
 
working with deficient children in a psychiatric clinic and state school. She
 
studied the work of Sequin and Itard who are acknowledged today as pioneers
 
in special education(Orem,1974).
 
Montessori developed special educational methodsfor working with these
 
retarded children and she was rewarded when they passed the tests in reading
 
and writing that were designed for normal children. She used her methods and
 
materials to even greatersuccess with normal but perhaps environmental
 
deprived slum children in the Gasa de Bambini House of Childhood in 1907.
 
The main features of her method,like Pestalozzi's, were: freedom,activity,
 
observation and self-discipline(Orem,1974).
 
The preceding discussion covers over300 years of studies by well-

respected people in the field of child educational psychology who all believe in
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the theory that children passthrough some kind of developmental stages asthey
 
learn newthings. But even with all this knowledge,children are placed in a new
 
learning situation, namely school, with no evaluation of their developmental
 
readiness but placed there because they have reached a certain chronological
 
age.
 
Results of a questionnaire published in the Research Bulletin ofthe
 
National Education Association in February,1959,indicate the average
 
admission age for pupils in first grade wasfive years,eight or nine months. The
 
range of ages extended from five years,three monthsto six years, eight months.
 
It referred to a number ofstudies which indicated that older children tended to
 
perform better in school. There were several school districts which were
 
considering changing their entrance deadlines, moving them earlier in the year
 
so that more children would be fully ready for first grade. Some ofthe
 
respondents indicated they felt that age was an inadequatecriterion for
 
admission and would prefer to use mental or social maturity as an indicator of
 
readinessforschool ("Schooi Admission & Problems",1959).
 
Shortly after the NBAsurvey,a reportfrom the state of New Jersey,
 
indicated concern forthesame problem. The majorconcernsfrom the New
 
Jersey report according to Gelles(1959)are:
 
1. Children do not mature at a uniform rate.
 
2. Readiness,development, maturation,and growth are variables that
 
are Interchangeable.
 
3. Studies reveal that younger children are not ready to profitfrom school
 
experiences and negativeside effects may result.
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4. Reading authorities generally agree that children who are full six and a
 
half years old experience fewer problems learning to read.
 
5. Physical factorssuch asfarsightedness in young children, and
 
undeveloped small muscles must be considered.
 
6. The importance of attitude which can be affected by premature
 
exposure and practice should be remembered, (p.30-31)
 
In her book, Earlv Childhood Education Perspectives on Change.Evelyn
 
Weber(1970),seesthe problem of using chronological age asa weak basis for
 
what education does with children.
 
Ageis only one determinant of growing powers and an exceedingly
 
fallible means of building a single curriculum for all children. Instead,we
 
need to look ata host of otherfactors which make each child a unique
 
person,(p. 123)
 
In their book. Better Late Than Earlv.the Moores'premise is that early
 
schooling is harmful and whether or not it promotes earlier cognitive organization
 
is insignificant compared to the problems that can be caused. They referto
 
studies by brain specialists and psychologists which suggestthatthe child's
 
brain simply isn't ready forsustained learning programs until children are eight to
 
ten years old. Theyfeel as did Comenius,Pestalozzi,and Froebel,that:
 
The consensus of scientific evidence on the home vs.the preschool is
 
clear for the majority of children. They receive a betterfoundation for
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future developmentand learning from asecure and responsive home
 
environment in which understanding parents are teachers, (p.9)
 
Theysupport an educational plan which would allow intervention to take place in
 
the home with the parents receiving instruction and support in their role as
 
primary caregivers for their children.
 
While there are many positive things that can be said about early
 
childhood education,there is alsosome cause for concern aboutthe trend
 
toward beginning formal education earlier and earlier. In the rush to teach
 
reading early,there is much that may be missed in terms of childrens'social or
 
emotional growth,or actual physical readinessfor learning. The rapid rise in
 
numbers of children labeled as having learning disabiiities may be partially
 
attributed to premature exposure to teaching attoo high a level. The frustration-

failure syndrome sets in early and children can be turned off to learning.
 
Otherwise capable children may burn out on academic achievement because of
 
the overemphasis on early reading and the lack ofdevelopmentally-based
 
curriculum and materials.
 
Of all the literature reviewed by this author on school entrance age and
 
subsequent achievement, llika's(1969)is perhaps the one which best illustrates
 
what happensto early vs.late starters. Ilika applied the principle of resistance to
 
displacement. The idea behind this principle is that the rate of growth in living
 
things is fixed. Additional stimulation or deprivation, which tends to speed up or
 
slow down this rate will not have a long effect once the stimulus is removed. In
 
llka's study early starters were stimulated with extra months oflearning. The
 
additional eight months of schooling increased intellectual developmentfora
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time;when removed,the growth of intellectual development in the children
 
gradually returned to its original rate. To begin with,the early entrants had
 
higheraverage achievementscores ascompared with the late entrants at89,
 
101,and 113 months of age. But, by age 137 months,there were no significant
 
differences between the scores ofthe two groups. Some ofthe scores which
 
originally favored the early entrants,were reversed at older ages in favor ofthe
 
late entrants. Only in one area,that of arithmetic,did the early entrants sustain
 
their initial advantage. Thusthe advantage of maturation forthe late entrants
 
appeared to have more of a lasting effect on their scholastic achievement. The
 
differences in favor of late entrants lead llika to conclude that delaying
 
instruction until children are more mature would be more economical and
 
efficient.
 
Both King(1955)and Carter(1956)conducted similar studies to
 
determine the effect of early entrance to first grade on later achievement in
 
elementary school. Their longitudinal studies were for five and six years,
 
respectively. The groupsstudied were approximately equal in total numbers
 
studied(100)and in numbers of boysto girls, and IQ scores(average).The
 
findings regarding academic achievement were unanimous in favor ofthe older
 
entrants. In King's study,the average difference between thetwo groups was
 
slightly higherthan one yearfour months. Carterfound that87 percent of
 
underage children did not equal the scholastic achievement of normal age
 
children.
 
In addition to academic achievement. King also included attendance,and
 
psychological or social adjustment on the basis of cumulative records. King's
 
study revealed significantly better attendance among the older group. This
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finding, however,has not been borne outin otherstudies of attendance with
 
early and late entrants. Baer(1958)alsofound little or no difference in
 
absences between the two groups. Concerning retentions. King discovered that
 
ten out of eleven who were retained had been under six years ofage before
 
entering first grade.
 
King also noted differences in the areas of psychological and social
 
adjustment. The younger group had larger numbers of children referred for
 
speech help and psychological diagnosisthan the older group. She also
 
recognized that in nearly every case,there were more underage boysthan girls
 
with special problems or being retained. Otherstudies supportthe finding that
 
differences do exist and that achievement of boys is more adversely affected by
 
being underage|n starting school than girls(Carter, 1956; Hall, 1963; llg and
 
Ames,1972).
 
An article by Halliwell and Stein(1964)dealt with the question of the
 
relationship between age at entrance to school and academicsuccess in a
 
specific subject area over an extended period with younger first-grade entrants.
 
The hypothesis ofthe study wasthat older first-grade entrants would be favored
 
over youngerfirst-grade entrants in reading-related-subjects. The fallacious
 
assumption made by most educators according to Halliwell and Stein, is that
 
"...early and rapid presentation of subject matter are synonymous with good
 
teaching"(p.658). Contrary to this belief,they feel that subject matter in reading
 
is being presented too rapidly for younger pupils. Therefore,the more immature
 
younger child experiences frustration which hinders and affects their later
 
reading performance and achievement in reading related areas.
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Halliwell's(1966)review ofresearch raised the question of whetherearly
 
entrance is worthwhile since the disadvantages often outweigh the advantages.
 
In nearly all studies reviewed where older pupils are compared with younger
 
pupils of similar ability,the older ones are superiorin achievement. Those
 
studies which doshow success in early entrance programs are usually
 
comparing above average young pupils with normal ability, normal age children,
 
which does not present an accurate picture.
 
Halliwell's review found considerable agreement in the research of
 
Bigelow, King,Carter, Baer,Green and Simmons. The overall finding from this
 
review wasthat"...at any grade level the early entrantis approximately seven
 
months behind his control in achievement" (p.400).
 
Chronological age is clearly recognized by many writers as a weak
 
determinant of overall ability or readinessfor learning. Weber,Moore, llg and
 
Ames areafew ofthe more prominent writers whosupportthe view that for
 
some children,later may be better and that chronological age is an insufficient
 
criterion for grade placement. The major obstacle to replacing chronologicai age
 
with a more viable alternative seemsto bethe cost of implementing an
 
individualized admission program. Other methods which would allpw for
 
individual differences in readiness and maturity have been devised,suggested,
 
and even researched for credibility, llg and Amescame up with a
 
developmental placement program which would rely on a battery oftests to
 
determine readinessfor school and grade placement. Moore labeled his ideal
 
criteria for determining readiness asthe child's integrated maturity level, which
 
also required a variety of tests to measure. The recommendation ofsome
 
researcherssuch as Hall(1963)wasthat school districts"...consider delaying
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school entrance of boysfrom six monthsto a year"(p.398). This was advised
 
on the basis offindings that boys mature ataslower rate than girls, are more
 
frequently retained,and have a higher incidence of learning problemsthan girls.
 
Ilg and Amesofthe Gesell Institute, along with other researchers, have
 
supported the idea of individual developmentalexaminationsfor determining
 
school readiness and grouping students in school according to their behavior
 
age ratherthan chronological age. They have co-authored several booksto
 
help parents and educators become aware ofthe problemsthat resultfrom
 
starting children in school before they are developmentally ready. They have
 
conducted research studies to substantiate their claims concerning the over-

placement of children.
 
This review ofthe literature showed astrong relationship between
 
entrance age and success in school. Research supportsthe theory that late
 
entrants do better in school than early entrants. With the hypothesis of this
 
papersupported by the literature,doesthis relationship exist in today's schools?
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CHAPTERS
 
Research Method
 
After reviewing the literature on entrance age and school achievement,a
 
decision was made to obtain actual student data to determine if there wasa
 
relationship between school entrance age and academic progress in this
 
author's school. This chapter describesthe methods and procedures used in
 
the study.
 
Student data were drawn from a school located in Southern California in a
 
ruraland urban community of mostly middle-class single family residences. The
 
total sample consisted of493students in grades kindergarten through fifth grade
 
during the 1994-95school year. Data in thissample included individual
 
birthdays and referral to Child Study and enrollmentin Special Education.
 
Forthe purpose of this studystudents with birthdays in September,
 
Octoberand November were defined as eafly entrants. These months were
 
chosen because in California students may begin kindergarten ifthey are five by
 
December2nd. These students therefore, would be the youngest in their
 
classes. The remaining students with birthdays in Decemberthrough August
 
were defined asthe late entrants.
 
While there are manyvariablesthat could be used to identify academic
 
performance and many ofthe studies reviewed standardized tests,this study
 
used referral to Child Study and enrollment in Special Education to indicate low
 
academic performance thus"at-risk"status. The schools records of Child Study
 
meetings and Special Education enrollment data were used to identify "at-risk"
 
students.
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Referral to Ghlld Study requires the teacherto fill out a student referral
 
form(see figure 1). Referral is made afterthe teacher has attempted
 
intervention within the classroom for Students that are experiencing academic
 
difficulty. Referrals are not made lightly. A teacher's referral ofa child indicates
 
he/she is experiencing considerable difficulty and is "at-risk" in the eyes of that
 
teacher. The school's Child Study Team consists ofteachers,school specialists
 
(resource teachers,speach teacher, phychologist,etc.)and the administrator.
 
Theirfunction is to evaluate the referral and recommend acouse of action that
 
may benefit the referred students. This is the first step taken with students who
 
are experiencing academic difficulty in their class.
 
If the designated course of action does not result in studentsuccess,then
 
the student may be tested for Special Education. Following standardized testing
 
students that have asevere discrepancy between intellectual functioning and
 
academic achievement would be placed in a variety of Special Education
 
situations. Those who do notshow a discrpancy would continue with Child
 
Study team recommendations.
 
These Child Study records are compiled yearly and stored in binders for
 
up to five years. These binders are stored in the school office and are available
 
to teachers and other school personnel. Special Education enrollment
 
information is kept atthe district level.
 
Procedures
 
Identification of early and late entrants begins by obtaining a computer
 
print out of birthdays for the entire sample. Those individuals with bithdays in
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Child Study Referral Form
 
NameofParent 
Phone.
 
Address,
 
Gty­
teacher. 
Grade.
 
Check Areas of Concern:
 
Speilinj 
.Getangaiong with otfaets 
.Handwiiiing/fine-aiotar
 
Maifa 
.EzdoqooaI 
.GrossMottv
 
__calcuianon iBehayiocii 
CooidiMnon
 
__applic3tioa
 
Reading 
.SupeoerTiifm/abffity 
.Health
 
Speech ___
.SlowLeamer 
Visioo
 
__Language 
.MotwodongBpoencial
 
__Meawy/Aaentioo __ 
Other
 
T jinyiageotherchu
 
Commeats/NarrativeofCooceras.
 
Strat^ea/Things IHaveTried(Notarequlfeaaeatfeeanimtial SSTaeenng.However,if
 
thisreferral beginsto movetowardsthe poaswiirx ofafionnaiassessment,then mrniificarinnV
 
strategies will needto bednaitnfmed)
 
Actioa Dates
 
ResMlta
 
.Conference with child 
!
 
.Parentcotiference
 
.Comeience with previous xacher
 
.PositivereinfbrceiSBU
 
.RewardSystem
 
.Casstoomcoettaca
 
.(Jseofaiiemativelespoflse tnetbods
 
.ShorterAssignxnena
 
««.Ttiiie
 
__Qaantity
 
_Quanatyatonedme
 
.Camreview
 
.Easier.Magrial
 
.Peex/aou•agetutoring
 
Other
 
Figure1
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September,October and Novembser were identified as early entrants. During
 
this process it wasdiscovered thatsome ofthe students with September,
 
Octoberand November birthdays were a year olderthan other students with
 
birthdays in these months. Further examination was made to determine if they
 
had waited a yearto start school or if they had been retained in previous years.
 
If they waited a yearto start,students in this group were separated into a
 
category unto themselves labeled chose to wait.
 
Child study records and special education enrollment were examined to
 
develop a list of students identified as"at-risk" at any time during the past five
 
years. This"at-risk" list wasthen compared to the early,late,and late-by-choice
 
entrance list in orderto determine the number of individuals in each group that
 
were considered "at-risk".
 
Findings/Results
 
Displayed in Table 1 is the distribution ofthe 493 birthdays by month. Of
 
the total sample the numbers are equally distributed overthe 12 months. This is
 
consistent with an overall birthday average of 41 birthdays per month. The
 
dotted line in Table 1 separates early and late entrants. Ofthe total sample 119
 
students are early entrants and 374are late entrants.
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#ofBirthdays 
September 45 
Early Entrants Oetober 43 
November 31 
December 52 
January 42 
February 43 
March 36 
Late Entrants April 41 
May 40 
June 36 
July 51 
A 
August 31 
Total 493 
Table 1 
The distribution of columns ofthe 81 students identified as"at-risk"are
 
displayed by months in Table 2. Unlike the overall sample more "at-risk"
 
students have birthdays predominately in the early entrants months. The dotted
 
line in Table 2separates early and late entrants. The "at-risk" numbers of 15,12
 
and9for the months of September,October and November respectively are the
 
highest numbersfor any ofthe months. Thisseemsto show thatstudents with
 
birthdays in the early entrantsmonths are more likely to be "at-risk"than
 
students with birthdays in any ofthe late entrant months.
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 #"At-risk"
 
September 15 
Early Entrants October 12 
November 9 
December 5
 
January 5
 
February 4
 
March 6
 
Late Entrants	 April 4
 
May 2
 
June ,8. ,
 
July 4 .
 
August 7
 
Total 81
 
■■vTdjle,2- , 
In addition, the distribution of birthdays of the 16 students who chose to 
wait a year to start to school are displayed in Table 3. The birthdays of the 
students that chose to wait are only found in the early entrant months. Most 
likely this is due to the fact that these students are still 4 when they start 
kindergarten. Some parents recognize their child's immaturity or lack of 
readiness and decide to have them wait a year, thus being the oldest not the 
youngest in their class. None of these individuals are "at-risk". 
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 #Chose to Wait 
September 
Early Entrants October 6 
November 
December (v:;:;, :o 
January ,v: : 
February ■ ^ ■ ' 
March 0 "" 
LateEntrants A!piii 
May 0 
June 0 
July "o:. 
August 0 
Total 16 
Table3 
Table4combines previous tablesto summarize data regarding
 
placement of early, late, and chose-to-be-late entrants.
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 #Chose to Wait #ofStudents #ofStudents"At- #ofStudents
 
Not"At-risk" Not"At-risk" risk"
 
September 27 15 45
3
 
October 6 25 12 43
 
November 7 15 9
 31
 
December 0 47 5 52
 
January 0 37 5 42
 
February 0 39 4 43 
March 0 30 6 36 
April .. "0 37 4 41 
May 0 38 2 40 
June 0 28 8 36 
July 47 : ■ 4 51 
August 26 
-J. 33 
Total 16 .-P- 414 81 493
 
Table4
 
With the current California birthday entrance deadline,students who have
 
birthdays in the months ofSeptember,October and November are the youngest
 
in their classes. However,if the birthday deadline were changed,there would
 
still be students who are the youngest in their class. Research and literature say
 
that olderstudents do better than younger students. This wasthe nextscenario
 
examined.
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Forthis scenario the total sample of493 was reduced by 16to account
 
for the number of students who chose to waita yearto start school. Table5
 
displays the birthdays of the students(now numbering 477)separated into
 
traditional school quarters. It also displaysthe numberand percent of students
 
"at-risk" and not"at-risk" by quarters.
 
#ofstudents
 
150
 
90% 
125 
123 
17 90% 
84% 
100 m 105 101 
75 65^
 
67
 
50
 
25 
36
 
ie%
 
10%
 10%
 
n
 
14
 
0
 
Sept/Oct/Nov Mar/Apr/May
 
Dec/Jan/Feb Jun/Jul/Aug
 
#of students□# not "at risk" □# "at-risk" 
Table 5 
In addition to separating the sample by traditional school quarters, Table 
5 also separates late entrantsInto three-month intervals whereas earlier data 
had late entrants in one nine-month entry. 
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The months ofSeptember,Octoberand November had 35%ofthe
 
students"at-risk",a higher percentage of"at-risk"studentsthan any other
 
quarter. The next youngest group of students with birthdays in June,July and
 
August had 16%ofthe students"at-risk". It would seem thatthe percent of
 
students"at-risk"decreases astheir age increases.
 
The next procedure wasto analyze data by grade level(see Table 6,7
 
and 8). The tablesshow the highest percentage of"at-risk"early entrance are in
 
fifth, fourth,first and kindergarten respectively. The highest percentage of"at­
risk" late entrants are in fifth grade. The high percentage in fifth grade may be
 
due to the factthatthese students have been in school longer and have had
 
more chance to be identified "at-risk". Also,the discrepancy increases
 
proportionately between ability and school performance asthe child gets older.
 
K 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Total# of 
Students 61 76 85 99 84 88 493 
6 17 15 27 81
#At-Risk 6 10
 
7 17 18 31 16
 
Table6
 
%AtRisk 10 13
 
K 1 2 3 4 5 Total
 
#ofEarly
 
Entrants 11 15 16 17 16 28 103
 
4 6 3 3 7 13 36
 
% 36 40 19 18 44 46 35
 
Table?
 
#At-ridc
 
36
 
 
# ofLate 
Entrants 
K 
50 
1 
58 
"■ 'v 2 
67 
::: ''V3 
79 
: ■ ■ ■ 4 
64 
. 5 
56 
Total 
374 
# At-risk 4 ■ ; 14 /.V'.' 8 14 45 
% 18 12 25 ■ V,/, 12 : ■ ■ 
Table 8 
hypothesis that there is a
 
that haive been idehtified as "at-Hsk".
 
Discussion 
students were successful at school. Looking over the past few years, there 
Some students had a
 
students and generally these struggling students had birthdays in September,
 
more 
The research presented in 
better in school than early entrants 
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literature. Ofthe 193early entrants35% were "at-risk";data forthe 374late
 
entrants indicate 12%were'^at-risk". This would seem to indicate that one may
 
avoid bring "at-risk" if the date to startschool was moved from December2to
 
September 1. But if the September,October and Novemberstudents were a
 
year older,then the June,July and Auguststudents would be the early entrants.
 
Forthe 120students in the June,July and August category,19(16%)were
 
identified as"at-risk." This suggeststhat with only three months extra maturity,
 
on the average,those considered "at-risk"; are reduced by more than half.
 
If 35%ofthe early entrants were"at-risk" because they started school
 
before they were ready what aboutthose students who chose to wait an extra
 
year? An interesting finding ofthe study wasthat of the 16students with
 
birthdays in September,October and November who chose to wait a yearto
 
start not one was identified as"at-risk." Generalizing from thissample of493
 
students,for every 100 early entrants over 1/3 will be identified as"at-risk"at
 
some time in their school career. And,for every 100 who wait an extra year
 
none will be "at-risk." Thissuggeststhat if an early entrant waits a yearthey
 
won't become "at-risk," and also strongly suggestthat this may be a possible
 
solution to early entrants being unsuccessful In theirschool experience.
 
Asthis research suggests,one wayto addressfailure of early entrants
 
would be to movethe school entrance date from December2to September 1.
 
However,it does notseem likely that the entrance age will be changed in the
 
nearfuture,so whatcan teachers do to make sure students are successful?
 
One school in the target area recognized the need to help "at-risk"students and
 
implemented a Reading Recovery Program. This is asuccessful intervention
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program for first graders who are in the bottom 20%of their class. The following
 
section will describe some other alternatives that may also help early entrants.
 
Alternatives
 
Developmental Screening
 
These tests were designed to identify students who may require early
 
intervention programs or modified classroom programs. Perhapsthe most
 
widely used test is the Gesell School Readiness Screening Test. The Gesell
 
test is based on the theory that behavior is the result of maturation,and that
 
neither chronological age or environmental conditions significantly affect that
 
maturation,which proceeds at an Immutable gene-determined pace(Wolf and
 
Kessler, 1987).
 
Chronological age isatime- and cost-efficient way of determining when
 
children begin school. Mostschool districts favor this approach over a readiness
 
assessment enrollment. However,the advantages of readiness assessment
 
outweigh the advantages of admission to kindergarten bychronological age
 
because prevention is preferable to remediation.
 
Many districts expressconcerns aboutthe additional teachers and
 
specialized programs needed for children who are potentially "at-risk." As Mertz
 
et al(1987)states: "possibly more than half of the children who had not metthe
 
early entrance requirements will eventually be referred for special services"(p.
 
16). Shank(1990) furthersuggeststhat the cost incurred by"at-risk" children
 
for screening,evaluation and special education will outweigh those costs for
 
readiness assessment and pre-K-programs.
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Prekinderqarten
 
These programs as described by Shank(1990)would concentrate on
 
readiness skills and utilize parent participation to facilitate children's
 
development. These programs would differfrom more academicallyoriented
 
traditional kindergarten In thatthey would Involve a careful sequencing oftasks,
 
use reinforcement to maintain attention and develop skills and work with children
 
In small groups or Individually Developing motor skills, social skills, and a
 
positive self-concept would also be stressed. Shank(1990)quotes Egertson as
 
saying by developing readiness skills the preklndergarten program would have
 
as Its goal"moving each child asfarforward In his or her development as
 
possible"(p.583).
 
Full-Dav Kindergarten
 
The establishment offull-day kindergarten has been proposed,and
 
research supports this approach,asa viable way to Increase the academic
 
readiness ofstudentsso thatthey will be prepared to enter first grade.
 
Advocatesfor this alternative see It asa viable option to provide forthe different
 
readiness levels of children entering kindergarten. Wolf and Kessler(1987)
 
reviewed a study of full-day kindergartens by Humphrey(1983)where he found
 
children have:
 
•better readiness test scorpsfor entering first grade
 
•better reading skills at the end of first grade
 
•better self-concept and more positive attitudestoward school
 
•lower rate of retention,and
 
•better basic skill scores(p.31)
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Obviously,the establishment of full-day kindergarten programs is much more
 
costly than achange in the age requirementfor entrance to school. Compared
 
to half-day programs,full-day kindergartens involve a substantial increase in
 
cost to finance programs and the physical facilities required to house such
 
programs.
 
Structural Changes
 
A 1993 California State Department of Education report prepared by
 
Catherine George on retention alternatives indicates afew schools have
 
implemented structural changes to more effectively meetthe needs of their early
 
elementary students. Some schools are implementing combination classes
 
such as K/1/2, K/1,and Head Start/K/1 in conjunction with developmentally
 
appropriate instruction. Because the classrooms offer instruction at more than
 
one level,the pressure to retain was diminished. Year-round schools have also
 
demonstrated their usefulness in preventing retention due to excessive
 
absences. Ungraded schools have been implemented in many different forms.
 
The flexibility permitted in placing students in different grade configurations and
 
the freedom given teachers to try new ideas were cited as benefits.
 
Schools asthey are now,show a significant percentage of failure among
 
Its students. Every child has a right to succeed and every child is capable of
 
success. It is the teacher'sjob to create an environment in which every child will
 
succeed.Teacherscan advocate changes in school structure butthe bottom line
 
is we mustteach the students whocome to our classes. Since we cannot
 
change the students,or the structure ofthe school, maybe we need to change
 
ourteaching.
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a
 
curriculum that is geared to the social and emotional adjustmentofthe students
 
rather than just their academic achievement. Thisstudy proposesachange in
 
the kindergarten program...a program that goes back to the early 20th century of
 
free and organized play,stories, art, music,snacks,rest periods,and craft work.
 
It is every teacher's responsibility to find a wayto makesure the studentsthey
 
get, regardless of their readinessto learn, meet with success.
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